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ABSTRACT
A statistical topographical model for the computation of runout distances for snow avalanches in

Iceland has been derived from a recently assemblecl clataset of long Icelandic snow avalanches. The
avalanches are from hills above towns ancl villages in western, northern and eastern Icelancl. The
moclel, a ~ O. 85 fJ, expresses the average slope of the avalanche path to the outer encl of the
avalanche deposit, a, as directly proportional to the average slope of the ava1anche track to the foot of
the slope, fJ. The angles a and fJ are given in clegrees and the coefficient 0.85 is found by a statistica1
analysis of the Ice1andic clataset. A similar mode1 for a clataset of avalanches collectecl through sys
tematic investigations of severai regions in western Norway is found to be a = 0.93 fJ. The residual
stanclard error in a for the models is similar, O"M = 2.2 for the Ice1andic data and O"t,a = 2. 1 for the
Norwegian data. The models thus indicate that avalanc hes in the Icelandic dataset reach somewhat
further than avalanches in the Norwegian dataset for similar fJ-ang1es, but the relationship between a
and fJ-ångles in the two datasets is nevertheless guite similar (cf Fig. 2). Worthwhile improvements
in the moclels were not obtained by adding intercept or curvature terms or terms corresponding to
other parameters than fJ. Statistical models based on runout ratios were not found to be an
improvement over moclels based on a- and fJ-angles.

l. INTRODUCTION
Empirical moclels for the computation of snow-avalanche runout distance are often usecl for esti

mating avalanche hazard (McClung and Lied, 1987; NGI, 1994, 1996). Freguently used models of
this type are statistical models based on topographical parameters. The Norwegian alfJ-model (Lied
and Bakkehøi, 1980; Bakkehøi, Domaas and Lied, 1983; Lied and Toppe, 1989) re1ates a, the aver
age slope of the avalanche path from the fracture line to the outer end of the ava1anche deposit, to fJ.
the average slope of the ava1anche track to the foot of the s10pe where the s10pe angle declines to l O~
(cf Fig. l for graphical definitions of these variables). Severai expressions of this model for different
ranges of fJ and a few additional independent parameters, such as the starting slope e, in addition to
fJ have been deri ved (cf NGI, 1994, 1996), but the simplest expression

a=0.96fJ-1.4, 0"t.a=2.3°, R=0.92 , n=206 (I)

from Bakkehøi, Domaas and Lied (1983) fits a dataset of 206 long Norwegian avalanches almost as
well as more complicated expressions. The same type of model has been used in an analysis of a
dataset of 80 long Austrian avalanches (Lied, Weiler, Bakkehøi and Hopf, 1995). The simplest mode l
of that study is similar to eg. (1), i.e. a = O. 946fJ - O. 83, and gives almost identical predictions over
the relevant range in fJ.

Another statistical model based on topographical parameters describes the runout distance in
terms of the runout ratio, r = (xstIJ[J - xfJ)/(xfJ - x srart ), between the horizontal distance from the
fJ-point to the extreme runout position, on one hand, and the distance from the starting position to the
fJ-point, on the other (cf Fig. l). According to McClung, Mears and Schaerer (1989) and McClung
and Mears (1991), the runout ratio, r, may be expected to be Gumbel distributed with different statis
tical coefficients for different mountain ranges with different topographical characteristics. The
Gumbel statistical distribution has the cumulative probability function and the probability density
function

D(r) = e-e-Cr-(/)/b , der) = D'(r) = e-e-(r-(/)/b e-(r-a)lblb . (2)

McClung and Mears (1991) find that the statistical coefficients Cl = O. 143 and b = 0.077 are appro
priate for a dataset of 80 long avalanches from western Norway.

The alfJ-model and the runout ratio model based on Gumbe1 statistics are intended to estimate
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Figure 1. Definition of geometrical parameters used to analyse extreme runout.

the runout distance of "long" dry snow avalanches for the avalanche path under consideration. The
meaning of "long" in this connection depends on the dataset which is used as a basis for the mode!.
The avalanches in the Norwegian avalanche dataset are estimated to have areturn period of approxi
mately 100-300 years (NGI, 1994), but some of the avalanches will correspond to somewhat longer
or shorter periods. The return period of the avalanches in the Icelandic dataset of long avalanches
considered here is not easy to estimate. The Icelandic dataset is likely to be less homogeneous than
the Norwegian dataset because some of the avalanches are from areas where observations are rela
tively recent whereas others are from areas which have been populated for centuries. A rough esti
mate of the return period of the Icelandic dataset is 100 years, but as for the Norwegian dataset, one
may expect some of the avalanches to correspond to longer or shorter periods than this.

According to both the above models, avalanches released from gentle slopes (low ,8-angles) have
a tendency to travel fmther, i.e. have relatively Iowa-angles, compared with avalanches that are
released from steeper slopes (high ,8-angles). In the al,8-model, this tendency is formulated as a lin
ear relation between the angles a and ,8 (cf eq. (1)). In the runout ratio model, steep paths have com
paratively low values of (xfJ - X start ) which leads to relatively low values of (X S10p - xfJ) for the same
runout ratio r. McClung and Mears (1991) show that the runout ratio is statistically independent of
the path steepness, ,8, for several avalanche datasets from a number of regions in the world. This
means that the negative correlation between mnout distance and path steepness, which is the basis for
the al,8-model, is to a large extent absorbed in the definition of the runout ratio. As a consequence,
the runout of avalanches in a dataset can be analysed by investigating the statistical distribution of the
runout ratio rather than analysing the deviation of the observed a-angles from the linear relation
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expressed by eq. (I). The main difference between the al,B-model and the runout ratio model lies in
the different statistical assumptions regarding the distribution of the residuals, i.e. the (implicit) nor
mal distribution in the case of the al,B-model and the Gumbel distribution for the runout ratio mode!.

Both the above types of models suffeI' from the rather arbitrary choice of a 10° reference slope in
the definition of the ,B-point as an independent variable in the mode!. The ,B-point may, furthermore.
not be uniquely determined for avalanche paths with a complicated shape where the slope angle may
become equal to 10° at severaI locations along the path with steeper stretches in between. Therefore.
the models are most appropriate for longitudinally concave paths.

A problem with the avalanche datasets considered here is the non-random sampling of the
avalanches. The selection of avalanches in a dataset involves a subjective estimate of what parts of
the mountain slopes in the region under investigation qualify as avalanche paths. A restrictive defini
tion of ~valanche paths will lead to a dataset with more extreme avalanches. Furthermore, if the
avalanches are collected from reports of damages and extreme events which have been reported to
scientists or official institutions because they were unusual, then a dataset of such events is obviously
biased tovvards long and extreme events. Finally, avalanches tend to be released in avalanche cycles
which affect whole regions at the same time. The longest recorded avalanches in neighbouring paths
have therefore sometimes been released in the same cycle and can thus not be considered independent
events. These problems have to be kept in mind when interpreting differences between regions or
countries or judging the significance of moelel coefficients.

Another category of problems with topographical statistical models has to do with the interpreta
tion of such models in terms of return periods or risk. The models are based on extreme events from
many different avalanche paths with different frequencies of avalanche cycles. The longest avalanche
from a certain avalanche path may be among 5% of the most extreme events in an extensive dataset of
avalanches. This does not necessarily carry directly over to a specific return period of avalanches
exceeeling a certain runout distance in this path or a definite estimate of the risk facing inhabitants in
a specific building threatened by avalanches released in the path. The statistics of extreme avalanches
elo, nevertheless, elisplay a certain consistency or regularity which has been found useful by avalanche
researchers in many cOllntries. The statistical models and the underlying elata must, however, be used
with due regard to the problems mentioned above.

The present report describes the derivation of statistical topographical models for long Icelandic
avalanches and compares the results with moelels derived for a dataset of long Norwegian avalanches.
Models baseel on both the al,B approach and on runout ratios are derived and compared.

2. STATISTICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF THE ICELANDIC DATASET
A dataset of Icelandic avalanches has been compiled at the Science Institute of the University of

Iceland and at the Icelanelic Meteorological Office. An initial version of the dataset is described by
T6masson, Friogeirsel6ttir, J6nasson and Sigurosson (1995), but the dataset has since been expanded
anel improved from this first version. This elataset currently contains 197 avalanches of which 53 are
the longest known avalanche in the corresponding avalanche path. The analysis presented in this
report is based on this dataset restricted to snow avalanches which are longest in their path. A few
slllsh f10ws and severaI avalanches with uncertain path location or runout distance were omitted from
the dataset. Some very small avalanches compared with larger avalanches in neighbouring paths of
the same hill were furthermore omitted, in case the path had only been observed for a short perioel.
Two avalanches from Olafsvfk in western Iceland and Dyrafjorour on the North-Western Peninsula
were also added to the dataset. The dataset of "Iong" Icelandic avalanches obtained in this way \Vas
examined and information about severaI avalanches was corrected in accordance with the current
records in the written archives of the Icelanelic Meteorological Office. The resulting dataset contains
45 avalanches, of which 25 terminate on lanel and 20 terminate in the ocean. Most of the 45
avalanches are from 8 avalanche prone Icelandic villages, 10 are from Neskaupstaour, 8 from
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Isafjoraur, 7 from Siglufjorour, 6 from Hnffsdalur, 5 from Flateyri, 3 from Seyoisfjorour, 2 from
Stloavfk and 2 from Patreksfjorour. ane avalanche comes from 61afsvfk and one is from
Dyrafjoraur. Date and location of the avalanches in the Icelandic dataset are Iisted in Appendix A
together with the corresponding a-, 13- and B-angles and comments regarding damages or other addi
tional information.

The Nof'wegian avalanche dataset considered here contains 218 ava!anches, all of which are the
longest observed avalanche in the corresponding avalanche path and none of which terminate in the
ocean. The first 197 avalanches in the Norwegian dataset are collected through systematic investiga
tions of whole regions, ørsta, Stryn, Valldal, Sunnylven, Horningdal and Strandadalen. The last 21
avalanches in the dataset have been catalogued separately because they have caused damage or have
for some other reason been described in separate reports.

100-fi.-points for both the Icelandic and the Norwegian datasets were computed by linear interpo
lation of the slopes between pairs of neighbouring points in the digital path. The location of the
f3-point is not clearly defined for some paths where the slope may be c10se to 10° or ftuctuate around
10° over a long distance in the lower part of the profile. Such avalanche paths in the Icelandic dataset
are discussed in a note in Appendix A.

Tables in Appendix B summarise statistical characteristics of severaI topographical parameters fOl:
the Icelandic and Norwegian datasets, and figures in the appendix give a graphical overview of the
statistical distribution of the parameters. Each figure displays 4 paneIs, a histogram, a boxplot indi
cating the interquartile range and the median of the data, an estimate of the continuous probability
distribution, and a quantile-quantile plot (qq-plot) of the data against the cumulative normal distribu
tion.

The tables and figures in Appendix B show that the Icelandic avalanches have lower runout angles
(a) than the Norwegian avalanches and that the Icelandic avalanche paths have gentier slopes (13)
than the Norwegian paths. The starting slopes (B) of the two datasets are, however, similar. The Nor
wegian avalanches are longer, they fall a greater vertical distance (the parameters l and h) compared
with the Icelandic avalanches and they are distributed over a wider altitude range (Ystart ). The Ice
landic avalanche tracks are furthermore not as high as the Norwegian tracks (hp). Some of these dif
ferences may be due to the fact that avalanches in the Norwegian dataset were chosen so that the
dataset would cover a wide range of parameters. The avalanches in the Icelandic dataset are, on the
other hand, drawn from the archives of the Icelandic Meteorological Office that predominantly cata
logue avalanches from hills above villages near the sea in western, northern and eastern Iceland.

3. SIMPLE alf3 MODELS
a- and f3-angles from the Icelandic and Norwegian datasets are plotted in Figure 2 with separate

symbols for Icelandic avalanches terminating on land and in the ocean. Icelandic avalanches termi
nating in the ocean are plotted as if they had terminated on the shoreline. The figure also shows the
alfJ-model for Norwegian avalanches given by eq. (7) which is derived below. It is seen that the Ice
landic avalanches have lower a- and fJ-angles than the Norwegian avalanches, but the two datasets
appear to have a similar relationship between a and 13, because the Icelandic data are similar to the
Norwegian data in the same range of fJ-angles. Thus, the lower runout angles (langer runout) of
avalanches in the Icelandic dataset seem to be to a large extent explained by more gentIe slopes of the
Icelandic avalanche tracks. The Icelandic avalanches terminating in the ocean have slightly higher
a-angles than the avalanches terminating on land. A least squares line through avalanches terminat
ing on land is approximately 1.5° lower in the middle of the range of the Icelandic avalanches than a
line through avalanches terminating in the ocean (not shown). Omitting the avalanches terminating in
the ocean from the analysis or treating them as if they had terminated on the shoreline will lead to a
biased model because these avalanches would have reached lower a-angles if they had not reached
the ocean prernaturely.
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Figure 2. a-angles plotted against ,B-angles for the Icelandic and Norwegian datasets. Avalanches
terminating in the ocean and avalanches terminating on land are differentiated with differ
ent symbols for the Icelandic data. For the Norwegian data, separate plotting symbols are
used to differentiate 21 avalanches described in separate reports from 197 avalanches cata
logued in systematic investigations of whole regions. The al,B-model for Norwegian
avalanches given by eg. (7) is shown as a family of paralleilines where the solid line rep
resents eg. (7), the short-dashed lines represent runout angles corresponding to a ± (J anel
the long-dashed lines represent runout angles corresponding to a ± 20'. The al,B-model
given by eg. (1) is almost the same as the model given by eg. (7).

It appears from Figure 2 that many of the last 21 avalanches in the Norwegian dataset, which
were not collected through systematic investigations of whole regions (denoted with separate symbols
in the figure, designated as "Additional"), have very Iowa-angles. This indicates that the sampling
of avalanches in this part of the dataset may have lead to different statistical characteristics of these
avalanches compared with the other avalanches in the dataset as further discussed below.

The Icelandic dataset is seen more clearly in Figure 3 which shows an expanded view of the Ice
landic avalanches with different plotting symbols for different regions in Iceland. The runout of
avalanches recorded in villages in the North-Western Peninsula is similar to the runout of avalanches
from eastern Iceland, but avalanches from Siglufjorour have a somewhat shorter runout. In the mid
dIe of the range of the Icelandic avalanches, a least sguares line through avalanches from the North
Western Peninsula is less than 10 lower than a line through avalanches from eastern Iceland. A simi
lar difference is obtained from a more appropriate statistical treatment of avalanches terminating in
the ocean which is described below. The difference in the slope of the al,B-relation between the elata
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Fig Ilre 3. a-angles plotted against Ø-angles for the Icelandic dataset. Avalanches from different
inhabited regions in Iceland are differentiated with different symbols. Avalanches from
Isafjoraur, Hnifsdalur, Flateyri, Suoavik and Patreksfjorour on the North-Western Penin
sula are denoted with "W", avalanches from Siglufjorour with "S", avalanches from
Neskaupstaour and Seyoisfjorour in eastern Iceland with "E" and the avalanches from
Olafsvfk and Dyrafjoraur with "X". Subscripted numbers refer to line numbers in a table
in Appendix A where the individual avalanches are listed together with dates, locations
and other information. Avalanches terminating in the ocean are indicated with dov,:n
pointing arrows since all that is known about these avalanches is that they reached further.
or equivalently that the runout angle a was lower, than the corresponding point on the
graph. The alØ-model given by eq. (5) is shown as a family of parallei lines where the
solid line represents eq. (5), the short-dashed lines represent runout angles corresponding
to a ± O' and the long-dashed lines represent runout angles corresponding to a ± 20'. The
model is not centered on the data due to avalanches that terminate in the ocean (see text).

from the North-Western Peninsula and from eastern Iceland is not statistically significant at a lOSt
significance level, both with and without an appropriate statistical treatment of the avalanches termi
nating in the ocean. Although the difference between Siglufjorour and the other regions is somewhat
greater than the difference between the North-Western Peninsula and eastern Iceland, it is difficult to
base any firm conc!usions on this difference since it is based on only 7 avalanches from Siglufjorour.
Regional runout differences are hard to analyse for the Icelandic dataset due to the low number of
avalanches from each region and the non-random sampling of the avalanches,but there are no cJear
indications of regional differences in the dataset shown in Figure 3 (with the possible exception of
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Sigillfjorour).
The Icelandic dataset may be expected to be biased towards high a-angles due to avalanches thar

terminate in the ocean. This problem is preslImably not present for the Norwegian dataset, where
avalanches terminating in the ocean have already been eliminated, because many Norwegian
avalanche p'aths are well above sea level whereas most observed Icelandic avalanche paths end close
to sea lever. In Appendix C it is shown how one can find model coefficient estimates that take both
aval anc hes that terminate on land and in the ocean into account simllitaneously. For the avalanche~

terminating in the ocean, one complltes the probability of an avalanche reaching beyond the shore
line, and for the avalanches terminating on land, the probability of an avalanche reaching the
observed runollt. These probabilities are considered simllitaneously lIsing the maximllm likelihood
method. This approach redllces to the ordinary maximum likelihood estimation of model coefficients
corresponding to a normal distribution of residuals when no avalanches reach the ocean. This proce
dure leåds to the following al,B-model for the Icelandic dataset shown in Figure 3

a=O.85j3 , O"M=2.3° , R=O.71 , '11=45 . (3)

A least sgllares linear model withollt intercept for the Norwegian dataset in Figure 2 is given by

a=O.92j3 , 0"L1a=3.0° , R=O.88 , 11=218 . ('-li

The correlation coefficient, R, given in eg. (4) is compllted as the sgllare root of the relative redllction
in the variance of the residuals with respect to the variance of the original data (inclllding a sllbtrac
tion of the mean in spite of the model being without an intercept term). This is done in order to be
consistent with the correlation coefficient given in eg. (3) for the Icelandic dataset (cf Appendix C).

Figure 4 shows so-called guantile-guantile plots (gg-plots) of the residllals corresponding to the
models given by the two preceding egllations. The residllals for the Icelandic avalanches that termi
nate in the ocean are distributed randomlyas described towards the end of Appendix C. Deviations
of the points in a gg-plot from a straight line indicate that the assumed statistical distribution is lInable
to explain the distribution of the points. Deviations from the assllmed normal distriblltion of residllals
for the Norwegian data are evident by the trend away from the straight dashed line for the most
extreme avalanches (points near the lower left corner). These avalanches are not collected throllgh
systematie investigations of whole regions as mentioned above. Rather, they have been added to the
dataset one by one when exceptional events are reported or investigated. Figure 4 indicates that the
statistical properties of these avalanches are not identical to the rest of the dataset. This highlights the
problems associated with the non-random sampling of avalanches in the datasets.

Based on Figure 4 and the preceding discussion it was decided to redefine the datasets so that the)'
only contain avalanches collected by systematic investigations of whole regions and not individual
events that have been reported because they drew special attention for being extreme in the first place.
The Norwegian dataset obtained in this way contains the first 197 avalanches in the original dataset of
218 avalanches. The avalanche in Dyrafjoraur in October 1995 was furthermore omitted from the
Icelandic data since it comes from an lIninhabited region and was reported only because it reached an
lInllsllally long runollt. The other avalanches in the Icelandic dataset all come from slopes above or in
the immediate vicinity of Icelandic villages. Problems due to non-random sampling are of course
still present in the datasets after this change, but they shollid be less pronollnced.

The model for the modified Icelandic dataset is almost unchanged from eg. (3) and given by

a=O.85j3 , O"M=2.2° , R=O.72 , 11=44 . (5)

This model yields somewhat longer runout than a model derived from the 24 avalanches that ter
minate on land for which one finds a = O. 8813, 0"/1a = 2.3 0

, R = O. 68. Therefore, the avalanches that
terminate in the ocean lead to a model with longe l' predicted runollt distances than would have been
derived if these avalanches had been omitted from the analysis as one would have expected.
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Figure 4. gg-plots of the residuals of the models given by egs. (3) and (4) for the Icelandic and Nor
wegian datasets. Avalanches terminating in the ocean and avalanches terminating on land
are differentiated with different symbols for the Icelandic data. The residuals for the
avalanches that terminate in the ocean are distributed randomly. For the Norwegian data,
separate plotting symbols are used to differentiate 21 avalanches described in separate
reports from 197 avalanches catalogued in systematic investigations of whole regions.
Lines through the origin with slopes egual to CY;"'a given by egs. (3) and (4) are also shown.

A least sguares linear model without intercept for the modified Norwegian dataset is slightly dif
ferent from the model given by eg. (4)

a=O.94j3 , CY;"'a=2.4° , R=O.92 , n=197 . (6)

As expected, the least sguares line is steeper and the residual variance is lower compared with eg. (4)
because some of the most extreme avalanches have been omitted from the dataset.

Figure 5 shows gg-plots of the residuals corresponding to the models given by the egs. (5) and
(6). The residuals for the Icelandic avalanches that terminate in the ocean are distributed randomlyas
for Figure 4. The distribution of the residuals for the modified Norwegian dataset in Figure 5 is much
eloser to the dashed line at the lower left corner of the figure than in Figure 4. This indicates that the
assumption of a normal distribution of residuals is now better fulfilled for the avalanches with the
longest runout in the modified dataset. There is, however, a noticeable discrepancy between the trend
of the residuals and the line corresponding to a normal distribution for the shortest avalanches in the
Norwegian dataset (top right corner of Figure 5). This can either be caused by a real deviation of the
statistical distribution of the runout from the assumed normal distribution or it can be a conseguence
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Figure 5. qq-plots of the residuals of the models given by eqs. (5) and (6) for the modified Icelandic
and Norwegian datasets where events which are not collected by systematic investigations
of whole regions have been omitted. Avalanches terminating in the ocean and avalanches
terminating on land are differentiated with different symbols for the Icelandic data. The
residuals for the avalanches that terminate in the ocean are distributed randomly. Lines
through the origin with slopes equal to O"/>;a given by eqs. (5) and (6) are also shown.

of the non-random sampling of the avalanches. In either case, these very short avalanches have a
small but definite effect on the estimated statistical model, including the predictions of the model for
long runout distances. The most important model predictions are of course the predictions for long
runout distances. It is unfortunate to have the shortest avalanches pull the estimated model away
from the trend indicated by all the other observations. Therefore, it is tempting to omit from the
dataset the 5 shortest avalanches (the avalanches with a residual larger than 6 0

), which deviate most
from the line in a qq-plot corresponding to a normal distribution, and recompute the model from a
dataset trimmed in this way. Trimming the extreme ends of a dataset is a common procedure in sta
tistical modelling (cf Becker, Chambers and Wilks, 1988). In this case, the trimming eliminates
some data points from the less important end of the dataset leading to an improved model at the more
important end corresponding to long runout distances.

A mode1 for the modified and trimmed dataset of Norwegian avalanches is given by

a=O.93fJ , 0"t.a=2.1° , R=O.93 , n=192 , (7)

and Figure 6 shows qq-plots of the residua1s corresponding to this mode1 and the Ice1andic model
given by eq. (5). The residuals for the Ice1andic avalanches that terminate in the ocean are distributed
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Figure 6. gg-plots of the residuals of the models given by egs. (5) and (7) for the modified Icelandic
dataset and the modified and trimmed Norwegian datasets where events which are not col
lected by systematic investigations of whole regions and 5 short events have been omitted.
Avalanches terminating in the ocean and avalanches terminating on land are differentiated
with different symbols for the Icelandic data. The residuals for the avalanches that termi
nate in the ocean are distributed randomly. Lines through the origin with slopes egual to
(JM given by egs. (5) and (7) are also shown.

randomlyas in Figure 5. The points in the figure are close to the estimated lines corresponding to a
normal distribution of the residuals. The difference between the points corresponding to the Icelandic
data in figures 5 and 6 is caused by the random distribution of the avalanches terminating in the ocean
and indicates the variations that can arise in the computations. The statistical computations for the
avalanches terminating in the ocean makes it is difficult to discern deviations from the assumed distri
bution for the Icelandic gg-plots because the avalanches terminating in the ocean are redistributed
according to the assumed normal distribution of residuals. The plot is therefore likely to be consis
tent with this distribution when 20 avalanches out of 44 terminate in the ocean.

The models given in egs. (3) to (7) do not include an intercept term as the original aljJ-model
given by eg. (1). This is because such a term is insignificantly different from zero at a 10% signifi
canee level in all five cases. This was also found to be the case for datasets of avalanches from
Canada, western Norway and Sierra Nevada by McClung, Mears and Schaerer (1989) (but not for a
dataset from Colorado). Amodel with an intercept term with the coefficients of eg. (1) is essentially
eguivalent to eg. (7) and also leads to (JM =2. 10 when applied to the modified and trimmed dataset
from which eg. (7) is derived.
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Figure 7. Runout ratios for the complete Icelandic and Norwegian datasets plotted as a function of
the reduced variate -Iog(-Iog(ml(n + 1») (Weibull plotting positions) where n is the
number of data points and m is an index of the ordered runout ratios. Avalanches termi
nating in the ocean and avalanches terminating on land are differentiated with different
symbols for the Icelandic data, and the avalanches that terminate in the ocean are dis
tributed randomly. For the Norwegian data, separate plotting symbols are used to differ
entiate 21 avalanches described in separate reports from 197 avalanches catalogued in sys
tematic investigations of whole regions. Lines corresponding to runout ratio models based
on Gumbel statistics (eg. (2» for the complete datasets are also shown.

4. RUNOUT RATIO MODELS
As discussed in the introduction, runout ratio models based on Gumbel statistics are another pos

sibility for topographic modell ing of extreme avalanches. Figure 7 shows a Weibull plot of the runout
ratios for the complete Icelandic and Norwegian datasets together with lines that represent statistical
models given by eg. (2) where the coefficients a and b are computed by the maximum likelihood
method as described in Appendix C. The runout ratios for the Icelandic avalanches that terminate in
the ocean are distributed randomlyas described in the appendix.

As for the alp-modelling of the previous section, deviations from the assumed statistical distribu
tion are evident in Figure 7 by the trend away from the straight dashed line for the most extreme
avalanches in the Norwegian data (points near the top right corner). These deviations are no less pro
nounced for the Gumbel distribution assumed here, than for the normal distribution which is used in
the previous section. This indicates that a runout ratio model based on the Gumbel distribution is no
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Figure 8. Runout ratios for the modified Icelandic and Norwegian datasets where events which are
not collected by systematic investigations of whole regions have been omitted. The mnout
ratio is plotted as a function of the reduced variate -log(-log(ml(n + 1))) where n is the
munber of data points and m is an index of the ordered runout ratios. Avalanches termi
nating in the ocean and avalanches terminating on land are differentiated with different
symbols for the Icelandic data, and the avalanches that terrninate in the ocean are dis
tributed randomly. Lines corresponding to mnout ratio models based on Gumbel statistics
(eg. (2)) are also shown. The short dashed line corresponds to a model derived from all
data-points in the modified Norwegian dataset. The long dashed line corresponds to a
model derived from a censored Norwegian dataset with a reduce var'iate
-log(-log(ml(n + 1))) greater than zero (see text).

better than an al,il-model based on the normal distribution for representing the unmodified Norwe
gian dataset where avalanches collected through systematic investigations of whole regions are mixed
with exceptional events which have been reported or investigated individually. We therefore repeat
the analysis for the same modified datasets as in the previous section where events which are not col
lected by systematic investigations of whole regions are omitted.

Figure 8 shows a Weibull plot for the modified datasets. Compared with Figure 7, the shape of
the Norwegian dataset is doser to being linear for the most extreme events. Deviations from the
assumed statistical distribution are however evident for the shortest events and this applies to some
what more points than for the al,il-modelling in the previous section where similar deviations are also
found for the shortest events (cf Fig. 5). The break in the distribution of the points near the lower left
corner of the figure pulls the estimated maximum likelihood line down in order to improve
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predictions of the model for these points (because large negative deviations are very unlikely for a
Gumbel distribution). As a conseguence, the derived model (short dashed line) fits the data poorly.
especially for long runout distances. As discussed in the previous section, we are primarily interested
in model predictions for lang nll10ut distances. It is again unfortunate to have the shortest avalanches
pull the estimated model away from the trend indicated by all the other observations as seen in Figure
8. We therefore compute a model that best fits the runout data beyond the low end break in the trend
of the data points. This can be done by censoring the data as done by McClung and Mears (1991)
who fit a line to data points beyond a certain lower limit in order to eliminate the effect of the shortest
avalanches on the mode!. The exact value of this lower limit does not make much difference because
the data are guite close to faIIing on a straight line for runout ratios higher than approximately O (cf
Fig. 8). McClung and Mears (199 I) censor their observations in some cases so that observations cor
respondij1g to a reduced val'iate less than O (accumulated probability less than Ile) are not taken into
account in the derivation of model coefficients. Here we wiII censor the data by fincIing the maxi
mum likelihood estimate of the model coefficients basecI on data-points beyond a certain limit assum
ing that the remaining data-points are below this limit. The long dashed line in Figure 8 shows this
model when the limit corresponds to the reduced val'iate egual to O as used by McClung and Mears
(1991). Other choices for this limit lead to so small changes in the model that the different lines can
hardly be distinguished on a plot and are therefore not shown.

The coefficients of the models shown in Figure 8 are given in the foIIowing table.

TClble l: Runout ratio models based on Gumbel statistics for the modified Icelandic and Nor
wegian datasets. The latter number in the "number of observations" column gives the number
of observations after censoring. The table gives the coefficients Cl and b in the Gumbel distri
bution defined by eg. (2).

Data
Number

b
of obs.

a

Iceland, land and sea 44/44 0.20 0.17
Iceland, land only 24/24 0.14 0.15
Norway, censored 197/125 0.065 0.087
Norway, uncensored 197/197 0.03 0.16

The second line in the table gives a model derived for the Icelandic avalanches that terminate on land
(not shown in Figure 8). This model yields shorter runout distances than the model derived from the
combined dataset and shows that the avalanches terminating in the ocean correspond to longer runout
distances than avalanches terminating on land according to this type of mode!. This was also found
to be the case in the al,B-modelling of the previous section.

Table 1 shows that the model for the Icelandic avalanches (first line of the table) yielcIs substan
tially longer runout distances than the models for the Norwegian avalanches as is also clearly seen in
Figure 8. McClung and Mears (1991) derived runout ratio models based on Gumbel statistics for
four different regions in the worlcI, western Norway, Coastal Alaska, Colorado Rockies and Sierra
Nevada. The model for the Icelandic avalanches in Table 1 yields longer runout than their mocIels for
avalanches from western Norway and Coastal Alaska, but shorter than their models for avalanches
from the Colorado Rockies and Sierra Nevada. Their model coefficients for western Norway are
Cl = O. 143 and b = 0.077 for a dataset of 80 long avalanches as mentioned in the introduction. This
yields somewhat longer runout than the model based on the censored Norwegian dataset in the third
line of Table 1. The difference, which is between 0.04 and 0.08 in the relevant range of the reduced
variate, indicates the magnitude of the differences which can arise from the non-random sampling of
avalanches from the same geographical region in these datasets.
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5. COlYIPARISON OF alfJ AND RUNOUT RATIO lYI0DELS
Two questions neeel to be consielered when comparing the alfJ-moeiels and the runout ratio moel

els which have been e1eriveel in the preceding sections. The first question relates to the explanatory
power of the moelels. Topographical statistical moelels are valuable because they explain a part of the
variability Of the observeel runout e1istance of avalanches in terms of topographical parameters.
Which typ~ of moelel explains more of this variability? The answer to this question eIepeneIs partlyon
the quantity which is useel to measure the runout distance, e.g. the a-angle in the case of the
alfJ-moeiel and the runout ratio in the case of the runout ratio moele!. The other question is, which of
the assumed statistical distributions, the Gumbel distribution or the normal distribution is better suit
able for e1escribing the ranelom part of the distribution of avalanche runout?

A comparison of the moelels in terms of a quantity, which is used to elerive one of the modeis, is
not totalLy fair to the other moelel because then the coefficients in one of the moelels, but not the other.
have been chosen so that the variability of this quantity as small as possible. A comparison of the
models in terms of the variability of the predicted runout ratio is therefore unfair to the alfJ-mode!.
Such a comparison can be maele by computing for each avalanche the nmout ratio corresponding to
the predicted a-point anel subtracting it from the runout ratio of the actual stopping position. These
e1ifferences can be consielered resieluals of the alfJ-model in terms of runout ratios. The sum of the
squares of these resieluals can therefore be compareel with the variance of the original runout ratios.
As e1iscussed in the introduction, there is no significant correlation between fJ anel the runout ratio.
Therefore, one woulel expect the sum of squares of these resieluals corresponding to the alfJ-moeiel to
be higher than the variance of the originalrunout ratios, especially if the runout ratio formalism rep
resents the geometry of the avalanche path better than the a and fJ-angles as inelicated by McClung.
Mears and Schaerer (1989).

When the comparison e1escribeel above is carried out for the moelifieel and trimmed dataset of Nor
wegian avalanches one finds that the sum of squares of the residual runout ratios predicted by the
alfJ-moeiel defineel by eq. (7) is 59'0 smaUer than the variance of the original runout ratios. Further
more, this reeluction is statistically significant since there is a correlation at less than a 1% signifi
cance level between the original runout ratios and the runout-ratios preelicted by the alfJ-mode!. This
occurs in spite of the fact that this comparison is favourable to the runout ratio model as mentioned
above. Other sub-sets of the data yield similar results. When we consieler the sub-set consisting of
the 125 points of the Norwegian dataset which remain after the censoring described above (cf Fig. 8).
we find that the sum of squares of the residual runout ratios predicted by an optimal alfJ-model for
this dataset is almost 10% smaller than the variance of the original runout ratios. This occurs in spite
of the excellent fit of this dataset to the assumed Gumbel statistical distribution of nmout ratios which
is seen in Figure 8. In a similar comparison for the avalanches in the Icelandic dataset, which termi
nate on land, it is found that the sum of squares of the residual runout ratios predicted by an optimal
alfJ-model for this dataset is also 5-10% smaller than the variance of the original runout ratios.

A comparison of the models in terms of predicted a-angles yields somewhat larger relative differ
ences in favour of the alfJ-models. This is to be expected since such a comparison is in principle
unfavourable to the runout ratio models.

As indicated above, the main advantage of topographical statistical models is that they narrow the
random part of the distribution of avalanche runout by explaining a part of the variability in the
runout in terms of topographical parameters. The advantage of considering a dataset of avalanches in
terms of an alfJ-model over analysing the runout in terms of the original a-angles is that the variance
of the modelled residuals in the a-angles is much smaller than the variance of the original a-angles.
The importance of this narrowing of the distribution of residuals does not depend on the assumed sta
tistical distribution of the residuals. It is not very useful to achieve an excellent agreement with an
assumed statistical distribution of residuals, if this leads to an unnecessarily wide distribution of the
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residuals. In that case, a part of the variability in the runout, which can be explained by topographical
parameters, remains a part of the unexplained random variability. The above results of the compari
son of the models indicate that a geometrical description of avalanche paths and the runout of
avalanches in terms of runout ratios is slightly inferior to such a description in terms of a- and
j3-angles. This conc1usion may depend on the datasets considered here, but it appears to apply to
both the Icelandic and Norwegian datasets.

It is not easy to judge which of the assumed statistical distributions, the Gumbel distribution, in
the case of the runout ratio model, or the (implicitly assumed) normal distribution, in the case of the
alj3-model, is better suitable for describing the random part of the distribution of avalanche runout.
Figures 4 to 8 show that both statistical distributions encounter similar problems with the events in
the Norwegian dataset which are not collected by systematic investigations of whole regions. The
figures also show that both distributions have problems in accounting for the distribution of very short
avalanches in the Norwegian dataset and this appears to apply to more avalanches for the Gumbel dis
tribution than for the normal distribution (compare Fig. 8 with Fig. 5). Near the more important long
runout end of the distributions it is not easy to conclude that one distribution is superior to the other
(compare the top right corner of Fig. 8 with the lower left corner of Fig. 6). Note, that the avalanches
in the Icelandic dataset that terminate in the ocean make it very difficult to draw any firm conc1usions
regarding the suitability of the assumed statistical distribution from figures 6 and 8 as discussed near
the end of section 4.

6. alj3 MODELS WITH ADDITIONAL EXPLANATORY VARlABLES
It is possible to use other formulations in the expression of a in terms of 13 than the simple linear

relationship of egs. (3) to (7). Other choices than a and 13 for the dependent and independent vari
ables are discussed in Appendix D. There it is found that using the unscaled horizontal length of the
avalanche, l, or the length scaled with the vertical fall of the avalanche, Uh =cot(a), instead of the
a-angle does not lead to an improvement in the mode\. Similarly, it is found that using the scaled
distance to the j3-point, lplhp = cot(j3), instead of the j3-angle does not improve the mode\.

Table 2 shows the results of adding explanatory variables to the alj3-model for the modified and
trimmed dataset of Norwegian avalanches defined by eg. (7).

Table 2: alj3-models with additional explanatory variables for the modified and trimmed
dataset of Norwegian avalanches (17, = 192). The first row gives the madel defined by eg. (7).
Each subseguent row gives a madel derived by adding ane explanatory variable to that model.
The columns of the table give the model coefficient carresponding to the variable, the stan
dard error of the estimated coefficient, the Student's t-value and the probability of exceeding
this t-value if the model coefficient was in fact egual ta zera, the variance of the residuals and
the reduction in the variance relative to the residual variance of the madel given by eg. (7).

Variable Coeff.
Std. errar

P(>ltl)
Residual Reduct. of

of coeff.
t

var. (%)vanance

13 0.93 0.005 200 0.00 4.56

Intercept 0.35 0.8 0.42 0.68 4.58 O

132 0.0087 0.003 2.7 0.007 4.44 3
() 0.041 0.02 1.9 0.05 4.52 1
hp 0.0007 0.0007 I.l 0.27 4.58 O

/I 717 467 1.5 0.13 4.55 OY
hpY

/I 2.8 0.7 4.0 0.0001 4.25 7

In addition to the coefficient given 111 the secand calumn of the table, each madel with an
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additional explanatory variable is defined by an intercept term and a modified coefficient correspond
ing to 13. These coefficients are not given in the table since they are not important for the discussion
of the results. The variable y" is the second derivative of a parabolic fit to the avalanche path
between the starting position and the j3-point.

Almost 'identical results are obtained for the Norwegian dataset without trimming the 5 short
avalane hes 'near the top right corner in Figure 5 before the analysis, except that the curvature term
proportional to 13 2 is then not statistically signifieant at a 590 significance leve!.

Similarly, Table 3 shows the results of adding explanatory variables to the alj3-model for the
modified dataset of Icelandic avalanches defined by eg. (5). The model coefficients are estimated
with the maximum likelihood method taking the avalanches that terminate in the ocean into account
as described in Appendix C. The computation of the standard deviation of the model coefficients, the
Student.'s t-value and the probability of exceeding this t-value if the model coefficient was in faet
egual to zero, which are given in columns 3 to 5 of Table 2, is not straightforward for a dataset where
same avalanches terminate in the ocean. For comparisan, the table also gives the results of computa
tions for the avalanches in the Icelandic dataset that terminate on land. In that case, the guantities in
columns 3 to 5 in the table can be compllted as in Table 2.

Table 3: alj3-models with additional explanatory variables for the modified dataset of Ice
landic avalanches (11 = 44). The first row gives the model defined by eg. (5). The first half of
the table corresponds to the modified dataset of Icelandic avalanches (n = 44). The second
half of the table gives results for the avalanches in the Icelandic dataset that terminate on land,
with the exception of the Dyrafjorour avalanche (n = 24). See explanation of Table 2.

Variable Coeff.
Std. error

P(>ltl)
Residllal Redllct. of

of coeff.
t

variance var. (%)

Both land and sea (n=44)

13 0.85 5.05

Intercept 3.2 5.01 1

132 -0.049 4.85 4
e -0.23 4.13 18

hø -0.00079 5.12 -1
" -664 4.69 7y

høY" -8.9 4.68 7

Only land (n=24)

13 0.88 0.02 48 0.00 5.44

Intereept 3.7 4 0.88 0.39 5.48 -1

132 -0.062 0.05 -1.1 0.27 5.41 O
e -0.35 0.12 -3.0 0.007 4.03 26

hø -0.0003 0.003 -0.086 0.93 5.75 -6
I1 -798 514 -1.6 0.14 5.16 5Y

hpY
I1 -12 7 -1.8 0.09 5.16 5

The reslllts of Table 2 are largely eguivalent to the results of previous workers that have analysed
lang Norwegian avalanehes (cf Lied and Bakkehøi, 1980; Bakkehøi, Domaas and Lied, 1983:
McClung, Mears and Sehaerer, 1989) in that explanatory variables other than 13 do not lead to mueh
improvement in the made!. This may be appreciated by noting that the model in the first row of the
table with a j3-term only, explains R2 = 87% of the variance of the original runollt angles for the
modified and trimmed dataset of Norwegian avalanches (cf eg. (7)). The additional terms lead to less
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than 19'0 additional reduction in the variance in each case relative to the variance of the original
runout angles, and the reduction is less than 0.5% for all the terms except for the term h fl y" (note that
the reduction of the variance given in the last column of Table 2 is computed relative to the residu al
variance of the model defined eq. (7) rather than the variance of the original runout angles).

The judgement of the statistical significance of the additional terms in tab les 2 and 3 is not
straightforward because of the non-random nature of the datasets. Tests of the statistical significance
of model coefficients are based on the assumption of random independent observations and this
assumption is presurnably not fulfilled for the avalanche datasets. The computed standard deviation
of the model coefficients, the Student's t-value and the probability of exceeding this t-value if the
model coefficient was in fact equal to zero, given in columns 3 to 5 of tables 2 and 3 should, never
theless, represent a lower bound on the uncertainty associated with the estimated model coefficients.
Numeric,al experiments indicate that the uncertainty associated with the estimated model coefficients
in the first half of Table 3 is similar to the uncertainty indicated by columns 3 to 5 in the second half
of the table. Assuming that worthwhile improvements in the model should reflect some physical
characteristics of avalanche f1ow, one may expect that the magnitude and sign of additional model
terms should be similar in the Norwegian and Icelandic datasets. Additional terms with differents
sign in the two datasets are therefore suspicious even if they are statically significant as they could
have arisen due to the non-random sampling of the datasets.

The intercept term and the terms proportional to e, hfl and y" are not statistically significant at a
5% significance level for the Norwegian dataset accOI'ding to Table 2. The second order term in fJ
and the term hfl y" are, however, statistically significant at a 5% significance leve!. The second order
term in fJ is not significant for the Norwegian dataset without trimming the 5 short avalanches and it
has a different sign for the Icelandic data. The term h fl y" is highly significant for the Norwegian
data, but it has a different sign and appears to be insignificant in the Icelandic dataset. Various com
binations of these terms are tabulated in Lied and Bakkehøi (1980) and Bakkehøi, Domaas and Lied
(1983) and diseussed in the reports NGI (1994 and 1996). The lack of agreement between the tabu
lated expressions in these references indicates that the variations in the underlying datasets in each
case play a major roIe in the estimated model coefficients and it is doubtful whether they represent
worthwhile improvements in the mode!.

The only statistically significant additional term for the Icelandic data is the term proportional to
the starting slope e. Contrary to expectation, this term indicates a negative correlation between the
starting slope e and the runout angle, i.e. a positive correlation between e and the runout distance.
One would have expected gentle starting slopes to be associated with lang runout distances as found
for Norwegian data by Lied and Bakkehøi (1980) and Bakkehøi, Domaas and Lied (1983). It is
expected that avalanches with relatively small fracture line thicknesses and short runout distancesare
released comparatively frequently from steep starting zones compared with gentIer starting zones
where larger and more seldom events are expected. It is not clear why this negative correlation
between runout angle and starting slope arises for the Icelandic dataset and we will not adopt it in
modelling until further research has thrown some light on this matter.

One may ask whether the choice of the slope of 10° in the definition of the fJ-point is the most
effective definition of the fJ-point. This question was briefly considered by computing the
15°-fJ-points for both the Icelandic and the Norwegian datasets. The residual error of simple
alfJ-models without intercept based on the lSO-fJ-points was in all cases considerably higher than the
residual error corresponding to the original 1Q0-fJ-points. The use of the 15°-fJ-point lead to an
approximately 40% increase in the residual variance for the Icelandic data, and an approximately
10% increase for the Norwegian data, both for the full and for the modified datasets.
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7. DISCUSSION
The above considerations lead us to the conclusion that the alp-models given by egs. (5) and (7)

should be chosen for the Icelandic and Norwegian datasets considered here. These models are with
out intercepJ or curvature terms and they do not contain terms corresponding to other variables than
p.

There is a substantial difference in the coefficients multiplying p between the model for the Ice
landic avalanches given by eg. (5) and the model for the Norwegian avalanches given by eg. (7). This
difference is significant at a 5% significanee level and indicates that avalanches in the Icelandic
dataset reach further than avalanches in the modified Norwegian dataset for similar p-angles.
alp-models clerived by McClung, Mears and Schaerer (1989) for avalanches from Colorado and
Sierra Nevada yield longer runout than the model derived here for Icelandic avalanches. Their mod
els for avalanches from Western Norway and Canada, on the other hand, yield shorter runout.

The avalanches that reach the ocean in the Icelandic dataset have an effect on the estimated model
given by eg. (5) so that it yields a longer runout than a model derived from the avalanches terminating
on land. A model based only on the Icelandic avalanches that terminate on land does, however, also
lead to longer runout than the model based on the modified Norwegian dataset. Many of the 21.
avalanches in the Norwegian dataset, which are not collected by systematie investigations of whole
regions and which are omitted in the modified dataset, reach very long runouts, apparently longer
than any of the Icelandic avalanches (cf Fig. 2). It is therefore not the case that Icelandic avalanches
reach further than Norwegian avalanches in genera!. Rather, we can only conc1ude that for the spe
cific avalanches which have been collected by systematie investigations of whole regions in the Nor
wegian and Icelandic datasets, the Icelandic avalanches seem to reach significantly further than Nor
wegian avalanches from similarly steep slopes.

Although the alp-models and the runout ratio models are highly related, there is a small differ
ence between the two types of models in the way avalanche runout is measured. The deviation from
the best fit alp-line may be considered a measure of avalanche runout for the alp-model whereas the
runout ratio itself is a measure of the runout for runout ratio models. The runout ratio depends only
on horizontal distances and it is for example independent of any variations in path geometry below
the p-point. Therefore, a path that is approximately level or even upsloping beyond the p-point is
essentially eguivalent to a gently sloping path with a slope slightly below 100 for a long distance
beyond the p-point. Avalanches reaching the same runout distance in such paths will therefore have
the same runout ratio, but an avalanche in a path that becomes leve! or slopes upward near the end
will be considered more extreme than an avalanche in a gently downsloping path according to an
alp-mode!. Examination of the Icelandic and Norwegian datasets reveals that some of the more
extreme avalanches fall in gentle paths where the lower part of the path has a slope near 100 over a
long distance. A good measure of avalanche runout should inc1ude the tendency of such paths to pro
duce long avalanches. Since the rLlnout ratio does not have this property to the same degree as the
deviation from a best fit alp-line, this indicates that the runout ratio is an inferior measure of
avalanche runout. The conc1usion of the previous section about rlmout ratio models, that the distribu
tion of runout ratios is somewhat wider than the distribution of residuals corresponding to an
alp-model, indicates that this difference does have a small but noticeable effect on the performance
of the models. It also indicates that some improvement may perhaps be achieved in topographical
statistical models by using a more elaborate description of the avalanche path.

There is a substantial difference in the predicted proportion of very long avalanches, say
avalanches corresponding to runout angles below a - () or a - 2() or runout ratios above a + 2b,
between the Gumbel and normal distributions due to the fact that the Gumbel distribution has a much
thicker high end tail than the normal distribution. The effect of this difference is especially marked
for the Icelandic dataset where the avalanches that terminate in the ocean have an effect on the model
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coefficients through their estimated runout, which is itself computed in accordance with the estimated
coefficients. The thick high end tail of the Gumbel distribution leads to a high likelihood of lang
runaut distances for the avalanches that terminate in the ocean and this again leads to coefficient esti
mates that predict long runout.

It is difficult to differentiate between the twa different statistical distributions on the basis of the
Norwegian) and Icelandic clatasets (cf figures 6 ancl 8), but it is clear from qq-plots of runout ratios
ancl Weibull plots of deviations from alp-lines (not shown) that runout ratios cannot be well mocl
e1Jecl by a normal clistribution nor can the alp-cleviations be well moclellecl by a Gumbel clistribution.
Although there is no clear theoretical reason for preferring one of the clistributions to the other, the
Gumbel clistribution cloes have various aclvantages for analysing extreme events (cf McClung, Mears
ancl Schaerer, 1989; McClung ancl Mears, 1991). The observation that the runout ratio moclels seem
to have a higher resiclual variance for both clatasets inclicates that a part of the variability of avalanche
runout, 'which is in fact causecl by topography, is not explainecl by the runout ratio moclels. This part
of the variability, which is explainecl by the alp-moclels ancl not by the runout ratio moclels, seems to
leacl to a relatively thick tail in the clistribution of the resicluals of the runout ratio moclels. This may
partly explain that the Gumbel statistical clistribution fits runout ratios better than the normal clistribu
tion. If this is the case, then the Gumbel statistical clistribution fits the runout ratios we1J clue to what
must be consiclerecl a f1aw in the runout ratio as a measure of avalanche runout ancl one woulcl be
inclinecl to prefeI' the normal clistribution. It is important to be able to clifferentiate between the clistri
butions because they leacl to substantial clifferences in the estimatecl relative proportion of very long
avalanches, especia1Jy for the Icelanclic clata, but this requires further analysis of the clata.

In a clraft version of this report from 1996 (clraft VI-R96003-UR03), the alp-moclel a = O. 92p
with CJM = 2.6 was clerivecl basecl on a preliminary version of the Icelanclic clataset. Some aclclitional
terms other than p were fauncl to be weakly statistica1Jy significant in the analysis of this clataset.
The improved clataset consiclerecl here has leacl to changes in the mocle!. Firstly, some short
avalanches, from paths which have only been observecl for a short time, ancl a few avalanches which
are quite uncertain have been omittecl from the analysis. This has leacl to an increase in the runout of
avalanches in the clataset, but at the same time one may expect the clataset to corresponcl to somewhat
longer return periocls after this change. Seconclly, the treatment of the avalanches that terminate in
the ocean has been improvecl, leacling to an increase in the modellecl runout clistance. Thirclly the
clataset has been examinecl ancl some corrections were macle to the recorclecl a- ancl p-angles based on
information in the written archives of the Icelandic Meteorological Office. The combinecl effect of
these changes is an increase in the modellecl runout corresponding to the improved dataset. Further
more, adclitional terms other than p, which were founcl to be weakly statistically significant in the
previous analysis, turnecl out to be insignificant in the analysis of the improvecl dataset as clescribed
above.
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APPENDIX A: The Icelandic dataset
The following tables lists the snow-avalanches in the Icelandic dataset which were used in this

study together with the corresponding a-, 13- and 8-angles. The last column in the table indicates
whether the avalanche terminated in the ocean (Y) or on land (N). Explanatory notes and additiono.]
information 'about some of the avalanches is contained in footnotes on the following page.

;

Nr. Date Location Path a f3 e Sea
[ 1906/1907 1 Patreksfjorour Vatnskr6kur 24 12 27 45 Y
2 1921 1 Patreksfjorour Uroir 24 12 28 57 Y
3 11.02.1974 Flateyri 3 gullies in Eyrarfjall 25 26 38 Y
4 J 1.02.1974 Flateyri Innra-Bæjargil 22 29 41 N
5 18.01.1995 Flateyri Litlahryggsgil 27 12 27 36 Y
6 17.03.1995 Flateyri Miohryggsgil 25 28 35 Y
7 26. I0.19952 Flateyri Skollahvilft 18 24 39 N
8 05.04.19943 fsafjorour Seljalandsdalur, Tungusk6gur 18 20 36 N
9 24.03.1947 fsafjorour Seljalandshlfo, the farm Seljaland 23 25 39 N

10 24.03. [947 fsafjorour SeljalandshlfCl, the farm Karlsa 26 12 27 38 Y
II 12.02.1974 fsafjorour Seljalandshlfo, gully west of Hrafnagil 28 12 28 44 Y
12 [8.01.1995 fsafjorour Seljalandshlfo, Hrafnagi[ 26 12 27 40 N
13 17.01.1995 fsafjorour SeljalandshlfCl, Steiniojugil 27 12 28 39 Y
14 10.02.1974 fsafjorour Eyrarhlfo, eastern part of Gleioarhj. 27 27 36 Y
15 1960-1965 fsafjorour Kubbi, Holtahverti 22 31 41 N
16 30.12. I983 Hnffsdalur Bakkahyrna, outer part 29 12 29 30 N
I7 19.02.19[6 Hnffsdalur Bakkahyrna, Bakkagil 25 30 38 N
18 1890 Hnffsdalur Buoarfjall, Hraunsgil 27 30 38 N
19 24.03.1947 Hnffsdalur Buoarfjall, Hraunsgil 24 28 43 N
20 24.03.1947 Hnffsdalur Buoarhyrna, Traoargil 25 31 41 N
21 24.03.19474 Hnffsdalur Buoarhyrna, Buoargil 28 32 45 Y
22 16.01.1995 Suoavfk Traoargil 18 21 26 Y
23 16.01.19955 Suoavfk Suoarvfkurhlfo 23 29 38 N
24 1966 Siglufjorour Ytra-Skjaldargil 22 25 36 N
25 1936-19386 Sig1ufjorour Jorundarskal 21 24 39 Y
26 1938119397 Siglufjorour Ytra-Strengsgil 21 12 21 37 N
27 14.02.1971 Siglutjorour Ffftadalagil 26 25 29 N
28 23.11.1938 Siglufjorour Hafnarhyrna, the farm Seljaland 29 28 36 N
29 26.12.1963 Siglufjorour Hvanneyrarbrun/Gr6uskaroshnjukur 24 26 29 N
30 14115.02.1971 Siglufjorour Gr6uskaroshn., north of Hvanneyrarsk. 22 22 30 Y
31 18.02.18858 Seyoisfjorour From J6kugil to Hlaupgja 29 33 43 Y
32 19.03.1946 Seyoisfjorour Flatafjall 28 29 41 Y
33 19.03.1995 Seyoisfjorour Nautabas 25 26 33 Y
34 27.02.1990 Neskaupstaour Gunn61 fsskaro 19 22 37 N
35 feb/nm 1936 Neskaupstaour Innri-Sultarbotnagja 19 12 24 38 N
36 26.02.18859 Neskaupstaour Ytri-Sultarbotnagja 21 25 34 Y
37 20.12.1974 10 Neskaupstaour Bræoslugjar 25 27 34 Y
38 20.12.1974 11 Neskaupstaour Miostrandargil 23 25 31 Y
39 jan/feb 1894 Neskaupstaour Trollagil 22 24 35 Y
40 27/28.12.1974 Neskaupstaour Uroarbotn 23 12 24 33 N
41 24.01.1894 Neskaupstaour Drangagil 2012 23 39 N
42 19.12.[974 Neskaupstaour Nesgil 23 25 33 N
43 19.12.1974 Neskaupstaour Bakkagil 21 25 34 N
44 20.03.1995 Olafsvfk TvfsteinahlfCl 19 25 35 N
45 23-26.10.1995 Dyrafjorour Gully, northern side of the valley 20 27 38 N
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APPENDIX B: Statistical characteristics of the datasets
The following tables summarise statistical characteristics of severaI topographical parameters for

the Icelandic (45 avalanches) and Norwegian (218 avalanches) snow-avalanche datasets. The param
eters summarised are: a-angle, lOO-Ø-angle, B-angle, horizontal runout distance, vertical fall, starting:
elevation, l~ngth of the avalanche track (i.e. the distance between the starting point and the j3-point~
and height of the avalanche track (i.e. the starting elevation minus the elevation of the Ø-point). The
tables give minimum, maximum and mean values together with the 25% and 75% quartiles ("abbrevi
ated 1st Qu" and "3rd Qu" in the table headings) for each parameter.

Figures on the pages following the tables give a graphical overview of the parameters which are
summarised in the tables. Each figure displays 4 panels: (l) histograms of the distribution of the cor
responding parameter in the Icelandic and Norwegian datasets (number of avalanches in the Icelandic
dataset .are given on the left y-axis, number of avalanches in the Norwegian dataset are on the right y
axis), (2) a boxplot where a shaded box with a white line indicates the interquartile range and the
median and whiskers are drawn to the nearest data point not beyond 1.5 times the inter-quartile range.
(3) an estimate of the continuous probability distribution, and (4) a quantile-quantile plot (qq-plot) of

The runout distances of the 190611907 and 1921 avalanches in PatrekstJorour are uncertain. Here it is assumed the

avalanches reached into a pond on the reef where the present harbour is located, but how lang into the pond is not

specified. The avalanches are marked as terminating in the ocean although they in fact only reached this pond near

sea leve!.

2 The avalanche [rom Skollahvilft on 26.10.1995 killed 20 people and caused extensive damage in the village of

Flateyri.

3 The Seljalandsdalur avalanc he on 05.04.1994 killed ane person and damaged a number of summer houses 10

Tungusk6gur to the west of the town of fsafjorour.

4 SeveraI other lang avalanches from Buoargil in Hnffsdalur are reported. An avalanche on 18.02.1910 killed 20

people in the village of Hnffsdalur. Avalanches in 1673, 1910 and 1916 reached the ocean.

5 The avalanche from SuoavfkurhlfO on 16.01.1995 killed 14 people and caused extensive damage in the village of

Suoavfk.

6 The avalanche from Jorundarskal in 1936-1938 is reported to have reached over the Siglufjorour fjord which was

frozen over at the time. An avalanche on 19.12.1973 also reached the ocean.

7 An avalanche from Ytra-Strengsgil on 12.04.1919 almost reached the ocean similar to the avalanche in 193811939.

8 The avalanche from the mountain Bj61fur on 18.02.1885 killed 24 people and caused extensive damage in the village

of Seyoisfjorour. The starting zone of this avalanche is uncertain. Here it is assumed that the fracture line of the

avalanche was at an altitude of 625 m a.s.1. at the upper edge of the bowl Kalfabotn. A higher starting zone is

possible, but not likely.

9 The avalanche from the gully Ytri-Sultarbotnagja on 26.02.1885 killed 3 people near the farm Naustahvammur to

the west of the current village of Neskaupstaour.

10 The avalanche from the gullies Bræoslugjar on 20.12.1974 killed 5 people and caused extensive damage in the

village of Neskaupstaour.

Il The avalanche from the gully Miostrandargil on 20.12.1974 killed 7 people and caused extensive damage in the

village of Neskaupstaour.

12 The lOo-j3-point is not c1early defined for severai profiles in the dataset where the slope may be c10se to 10° or

fluctuate around 10° over a lang distance in the lower part of the profile. For avalanches nr. 1,2, 5, 10, Il, 12 and 13

the j3-point was chosen at the lower end of a range of the profile where the slope f1uctuates around 10°. For the rest

of avalanches which refer to this footnote, i. e. nr. 16, 26, 35, 40 and 41, the slope of the profile is c10se to 10° over a

lang distance around the j3-point sa that its location is rather uncertain.
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the data against the eumulative normal distribution. The quartiles of a dataset are the points that split
the ordered dataset into four sub-sets with the same number of points eaeh. The median is equal to
the 50% quartile. The interquartile range is the range between the 25% and the 75% quartiles.

Avalanehes in the leelandie dataset whieh terminate in the oeean are treated identieally to
avalanehes ,terminating on land in the tables and figures.

Runout angles, a (O) Vertical fall, h (m)
Data Min Q, Median Mean Q3 Max

lee l. 18 21 24 24 26 29

Norw. 16 25 30 30 34 49

Data Min QI Median Mean Q3 Max

leel. 20 25 27 26 28 33

Norw. 18 28 31 32 37 50

Starting slopes, e CO)

Data Min Q, Median Mean Q3 Max

lee l. 26 34 38 37 39 57

Norw. 24 37 41 42 48 76

Horizontal runout distance, l (m)
Data Min Q, Median Mean Q3 Max

leel. 191 945 1272 1242 1548 2055

Norw. 425 1053 1333 1419 1695 3445

Data Min Q, Median Mean Q3 Max

leel. 65 475 575 532 650 799

Norw. 131 604 790 803 985 1394

Starting elevation, Ys (m a.s.l.)
Data Min Q, Median Mean Q3 Max

leel. 90 475 600 543 650 799

Norw. 209 852 1040 1036 1220 1600

Length of the avalanche track, l fJ (m)
Data Min QI Median Mean Q3 Max

leel. 131 898 1110 1050 1308 1726

Norw. 178 959 1239 1277 1499 2807

Height of the avalanche track, hfJ (m)
Data Min Q, Median Mean Q3 Max

leel. 60 465 562 514 619 762

Norw. 107 600 789 797 989 1369
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Starting slopes
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Vertical fall
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Length of the avalanche track
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APPENDIX C: Maximum likelihood estimation of model coefficients
A linear model needs to be estimated from a number of observations where either the value of a

dependent variable is known, or it is known that the variable did exceed or did not exceed a given
valueo More:( explicitly we have a dataset of n observations of a random variable Y where the observa
tions Yl, Yl, Y3' o.. YIII are independent direct observations of the random variable and it is furthermore
known that the random variable did exceed or did not exceed the observations YIII+1> YIII+2' YIII+3' ... .1'11'
We look for a statistical model

p
Y= I,aX·+E

j=! J J '

or equivalently

l'
e =Y - I, ax·

, 1 j=l J lJ

where X j are p explanatory variables and E is a normally distributed residual with zero mean and
variance 0'2. The notation Yi' xi} and ei is used to denote observations or instances of the random
variables Y, X j and E. We need to determine the model coefficients aj o

The maximum likelihood function for the problem is

III Il

L = Ild(ei) Il (l - D(ei)) ,
i=l i=III+!

when it is known that the variable did exceed Yi for i = m, m + 1, ... n and

III fl

L = Ild(e) Il D(e·) ,
i=1 1 i=III+1 1

when it is known that the variable did not exceed Yi for i = m, m + 1, .. on. The functions

and

are the density and the cumulative probability functions of the normal distribution with mean zero
and variance 0'2.

The maximum likelihood estimate of the model coefficients are found by maximising the likeli
hood function which may be done be requiring the partial derivative of the logarithm of the likelihood
function with respect to the model coefficients (including the standard deviation of the residuals) to
be zero. This leads to the system of equations

d loer L In 11 d(e·)
__0_ = L:eox.JO'2 _ L: --'- X'l = O

dal i=1 1 l i=III+1 D(e;) 1

dloer L III -1 e2
Il d(e.) e·

__0_= I,(_+_I)- I, __I_~=O ,
dO' i=l O' 0'3 i=m+! D(ei) O'

when it is known that the variable did not exceed Yi for i = m, m + 1, ... n and a similar system of
equations (not given) for the other case. This system of equations needs to be solved simultaneously
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for the model coefficients a, and the standard deviation () of the residuals. The equations may be
written

III /I d(e),,222 IL.(e -() )-() L --e=O
i=! l i=IIl+! D(eJ l

If all observations are direct observations so that m =n the system of equations reduces to

/I /I I'
Lex, = L(Y - L(ax·))x"! = O

i=\ l l i=\ - l j=\ l Il l

/1 22 /1 I' 22'
L (ei - () ) =L ((Yi - L (a jXi))) - () ) =O ,

1=\ 1=1 l=l

which gives the traditional linear maximum likelihood model corresponding to n observations Yi of a
dependent variable Y in terms of n*p observations xi) of p explanatory variables Xj'

In the case of a simple linear relationship without intercept between the runout angle a and the
slope steepness [J, a =a[J, there is only one explanatory variable, p = l, Xii = [Ji and Yi = ai' In the
slightly more complicated case of a linear relationship with intercept between a and [J, a = a[J + b,
there are two explanatory variables, p = 2, Xii = l, Xi2 = fJi and Yi = ai' More generally, it is possible
to use additional explanatory variables like the starting slope ei or quadratic or higher order terms like
[J; as explanatory variables within the above framework. For avalanches that reached the ocean we
know that the a-angle did not exceed the slope of a line of sight from the fracture line to the shore
line. If, on the other hand, we are considering a different measure of the runout, such as the horizon
tal length or cot(a) (cf the next section), we know that such a measure of the runout did exceed the
value corresponding to the location of the shoreline.

The above system of equations cannot be solved analytically except in the simple case when all
observations are direct observations (m = n), which is treated as a special case above. The system of
equations can, however, be solved numerically on a computer with a small computational effort. The
solutions computed in this report are found with the function nlmin which is a part of the statistical
package Splus (Becker, Chambers and Wilks, 1988). This function actually maximises the 10garithm
of the likelihood function L directly, rather than solving the non-linear system of equations arising
from partial differentiation of the likelihood function wi th respect to the model coefficients and ().

Having found the maximum likelihood model for a certain dataset it may be desired to investigate
whether the distribution of residuals fulfills the underlying assumption of a normal distribution. This
is often done by analysing a qq-plot of the ordered residuals against the quantiles of the normal distri
bution (cf Becker, Chambers and Wilks, 1988). This is not straightforward when some of the obser
vations are not direct observations as in this case. One may, however, use the estimated statistical dis
tribution to randomly distribute the residuals corresponding to the non-direct observations in agree
ment with the estimated statistical properties of the distribution. More explicitly we replace each

I'
residual ei = Yi - j~l Cl jXi) for which it is only known that the dependent variable did exceed Yi by

and by
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when it is known that the dependent variable did not exceed Yi' 17 in the above equations is a uniform
random variable in the range O to 1 and D- 1 is the quantile function of the normal distribution with
mean zero ~'nd variance (J'2 (the inverse function of the normal cumulative probability function).

A correlation coefficient cannot be computed directly for a dataset of mixed observations as con
sidered here because a direct observation is not known for all the model predictions. This problem
can be bypassed by computing a correlation coefficient from the estimated standard deviation of the
residuals accOl-ding the formula

where å-,~/ is the estimated residual variance of the fitted model and (J'6 is an estimated variance of the
original observations found by fitting a statistical model consisting of an intercept term only (this fit
ting with an intercept term only is equivalent to the subtraction of the mean in the traditional compu-

II

tation of the variance of observations 0'2 = (l/(n - 1)) L (Yi _ y)2).
i=1

A similar approach can be used to derive a maximum likelihood estimate of the coefficients a and
b in the Gumbel distribution given by eg. (2) when not all observations are direct observations. In
this case we intend to use the derivation for a dataset of runout ratios where for some of the observa
tions we know only that the avalanche stopped beyond a certain point in the path, i.e. we know that
the runout ratio did exceed a certain value rather than it did not exceed the value as in the case of the
runout angle cc. Therefore, we have a dataset of n observations of a random variable Y, which is
assumed to be Gumbel distributed, where the observations Yl' h, Y3' ... YIII are independent direct
observations of the random variable and it is known that the random variable did exceed the observa-

tions Y111+ I , YIII+2' YIII+3' ... y//,
The maximum likelihood function for this problem is

11/ Il

L = TId(Yi) TI (1 - D(Yi)) ,
i=1 i=III+1

where

l _e-(x-a)/b -( r-a)lb/b
G (x) = e e . , and D(x) = e-e-<x-a)lb •

are the density and the cumulative probability functions of the Gumbel distribution.
Reguiring the partial derivative of the logarithm of the Iikelihood function with respect to the

model coefficients a and b to be zero leads to the system of equations

d log L III Il d(y )
----:::--- = L (_e(Yi-a)lb/b + Ub) + L i = O

da i=1 i=m+l 1 - D(Yi)

d Iocr L III Il
d~ = /,L=I(-e(Yi-a)lb(Yi - a)/b2 + (Yi - a)/b2

- Ub) + L
i=III+!

d(Yi) (Yi - a)/b =O .
1 - D(yJ

The above system of equations cannot be solved analytically, even in the simplest case when all
observations are direct observations (m = n). The system of equations can, however, be solved
numerically on a computer with a small computational effort.

As for the previous problem, it is also possible to randomly distribute the non-direct observations
to produce qq-plots in order to check whether the observations fulfill the underlying assumption of a
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Gumbel distribution. We then replace each observation Yi' for which it is only known that the depen
dent variable did exceed Yi' by

Yi =D- 1(ry (l - D(yJ) + D(yJ) ,

where ry is auniform random variable in the range O to 1 and D-1(q) = a + b * (-log(-log(q))) is the
quantile function of the Gumbel distribution with coefficients a and b (the inverse function of the
cumulative probability function given above).
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APPENDIX D: Choice of dependent and independent variables
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Figure Dl. Horizontallength plotted against p-angles for the Ieelandie and Norwegian datasets.

It is possible to use other dependent and independent variables than a and p to derive a topo
graphieal model similar to the models given by eq. (1) in the main text. Possible ehoiees of the
dependent variable include the horizontal length of the avalanche, the a-angle as in eq. (1) and
eot(a) = Uh, where l and h are the length and height of the avalanehe path. The possible ehoices of
independent parameters in addition to the p-angle are diseussed in the main text, but here we will
eonsider whether p or eot(,B) is more appropriate for the formulation of the model. The horizontal
length is of eourse the simplest and most direet measure of the nmout of an avalanche. Figure Dl
shows the horizontallength of the avalanehes in the Icelandie and Norwegian datasets plotted against
p. Compared with Figure 1, the relation between the avalanehe runout and p is mueh less clear when
the horizontal length is used as a measure for the runout instead of a, in faet the eorrelation eoeffi
eient R for the Norwegian data drops from approximately 0.9 for a versus p (Fig. 1) to less than 0.4
for horizontal length versus p (Fig. DI). This holds true for both the first part of the Norwegian
dataset (197 avalanehes) and for the dataset as a whole (218 avalanehes) and also for the Icelandie
dataset. It also appears from Figure DIthat the varianee of the horizontal length deereases strongly
with p. This is ineonvenient for a statistieal parameter fitting and indieates that a measure of the
avalanehe runout distanee relative to the height of the avalanehe path, similar to a or cot(a), should
be used.

Figure D2 (a,b,e) shows three different ehoiees of the dependent and independent variables for the
Icelandie and Norwegian datasets. The figures also show least squares parabolas determined for (all
the avalanehes in) the Norwegian dataset. The eurvature or seeond order terms in the parabolas are
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Figure D2. Three different choices for dependent and independent variables for the Icelandic and
Norwegian datasets together with least squares parabolas through the Norwegian data.

barely statistically significant at a 5-10% significance level for the top and bottom plots and lead to an
approximately l % reduction in the residual variance (the alj3- and cot(a)/cot(j3)-formulations). The
curvature term is, however, highly significant at a lower than 1% significance level and leads to a 4%
reduction in the residual variance for the middle plot (the cot(a)lj3-formulation). This indicates that
the cot(a)lj3-formulation is unnecessarily complex because it introduces a curvature into the dataset
which is not as pronounced in the two other possible formulations. The alj3- and cot(a)/cot(j3)-for
mulations are largely equivalent. Models fitted in either formulation give almost as good a prediction
when converted to the other formulation as a model fitted in that formulation.We choose to use the
alj3-formulation because it was used in the original derivation of the Norwegian alj3-model (Lied
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and Bakkehøi, 1980; Bakkehøi, Domaas and Lied, 1983) and this facilitates comparison with earlier
results. Apart from this it does not seem to matter which of these two possible formulations is cho
sen. The same conc1usions are valid for least squares parabolas through the first 197 avalanches in
the Norwegian dataset which are collected by systematie investigations of whole regions and also for
the Icelandic dataset, except that the curvature term is even less significant in the cot(a)/cot(,B)-for
mulation and even more significant in the cot(a)/,B-formulation for the first part of the Norwegian
data compared with the results for the whole dataset.
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